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SPEAKERS
Organiser: John Blackmore
083 302 3929
blakkers1@gmail.com
Lockdown has caused us to rethink our meetings and planned
outings. All speakers were cancelled in March, but we're hopeful that
we'll soon be able to start again.
Most speakers who were scheduled to speak have indicated that
they will be available to join us at a later date. They have also agreed to take part in proposed
zoom meetings in the meantime.
The first zoom meeting for July will be our Annual General Meeting on 21st July. See later in the
newsletter for more details.

DAY OUTINGS
Organiser: Bev Williams
063 140 6344
bevjwil@gmail.com

Day Outings 2020
Covid-19 has disrupted our lives, and this includes our day outings planning for 2020. Debbie
Jennings and I compiled a list of interesting and different venues we were planning on exploring
for the day outings for the rest of the year. Here's a taster:
Cullinan/Bronkhorstspruit Dam; Bullfrog Pan/East Rand Pans (Beth's cousin Dave Bentley, who
is very familiar with birding on the East Rand has offered to lead an outing for us);
Parys/Vredefort Dome are all under investigation. Another game drive at Rietvlei is also under
consideration.
With the easing of restrictions, we can start some investigation of the closer venues so that
when we can organise a club outing again, we are ready and prepared. Lockdown has had
some positive benefits – social media played a large part in keeping communications going
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during lockdown, and some different venues have been mentioned on the various birding
groups. These possibilities will also be investigated as possible club outing venues. We have
been in touch with the newly-proclaimed Crocodile River Reserve, which is in the area behind
Northern Farms and sounds very promising. Mention has also been made of Cradle Moon.
If anyone has any suggestions or comments, please do let me know (email bevjwil@gmail.com),
or comment on the new Cuckoo Bird Club WhatsApp group or Facebook page.
Crocodile River Reserve:
Some info from their website:


The Crocodile River Reserve covers approximately 3,500 hectares;



Proclaimed as a Nature Reserve in October 2019 according to the National Environment
Protected Areas Act (NEM: PAA);



It falls within the buffer zone of the UNESCO declared Magaliesberg Biosphere;



It is adjacent to the Cradle of Humankind, a UNESCO World Heritage Site;



It lies within the “green” zone in the Tshwane; Regional Spatial Development Framework;



The Gauteng Conservation Plan categorises the area as a Critical Biodiversity Area (CBA),
important and irreplaceable;
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It is home to one of
the last remaining
pieces of Egoli
Granite Grassland
(EGG), an
endangered
vegetation type, a
recognised biome
endemic to Gauteng;



The area is home to
more than 300
species of birds and several endangered and red data species have been spotted;



The varied terrain also accounts for a large number of animals, snakes, scorpions, frogs,
tortoises and insects;



The variety of habitats supports a large number of rare and medicinal plant species which

are protected;


A geological seam runs through the Reserve with dolomites on one side and granite on the

other;


The Crocodile, Hennops and Jukskei Rivers flow through the Reserve.

WEEKENDS AWAY
Organiser: Phillip Nieuwoudt
082 940 5200
pnieuwoudt.mobile@gmail.com
Away Trips 2020 – Update
An update on Away Trips for the rest of the year follows:
At this stage, we are waiting for information about when the lockdown will move down to a level
so that we can travel across provincial borders and when guest houses and tourist destinations
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may receive guests. We'll send out an update to everyone once that is clear.
August Bird Call Weekend
Unfortunately, this weekend
has had to be postponed,
due to uncertainty about
inter-provincial travel. We'll
keep you updated.
Meantime, here's an outline
of the trip and the
accommodation.
Sediba Game Lodge near
Brits – dates to be
advised
Bird ID Skills Course: How to Learn Bird Songs and Calls – Presented by Lance Robinson
Sediba Game Lodge accommodation: Chalets have their own en-suite bathrooms, and linen
and towels are provided. The communal kitchen facilities include all crockery and cutlery for
chalet guests. The weekend will be self-catering.
Cost: More details and costs to be announced at a later stage.

24th-27th September Mapungubwe, Kaoxa Bush Camp
No space available but please let me know if
I should put your name on a waiting list if
there are any cancellations.
Cost: R1,450 per person sharing (members)
R1,650 (Non-Members)
Contact Phillip Nieuwoudt if you are still
interested for more details and availability.
We will be going to Kaoxa Bush Camp near Mapungubwe over the Heritage Day long weekend.
Some members decided to add two days from 22nd September to this trip.
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16th-17th October 2020 Pilanesburg
Shelley’s Sleepover in Mogwase, near Pilanesberg
Only eight places available at Shelley’s Sleepover – you need to get your names on the list as
soon as possible – only a few spaces left.
There is a possibility to get more space at Mbali View, two houses down the road, and we will
then be welcome to have our dinners at Shelley’s.
Cost: Full details and cost to be confirmed later.
Contact: Phillip Nieuwoudt.
Mid-November 2020 – Kosi
Bay/Ndumo
14th-19th November at
Kingfisher Bush Lodge.
Provisional booking made for
14 persons. Deposit payment
moved to September 2020.
19th-22nd November 2020
Ndumo Game Reserve/or
similar nearby. Bookings
open, but due to Covid-19 I
will wait a while before I make any bookings.
Cost: Cost and full details to be confirmed later
Contact Phillip Nieuwoudt to indicate your interest at this stage.
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CBC ZOOM AGM
Your presence is requested! Be part of your club and join us on
21st July 2020 – Opening 18h45 – Commencing 19h00
These are the forms we are asking you to complete (where applicable) concerning the zoom
AGM on 21st July. You can download from here▼


CBC AGM Registration Form (Indication of your intention to attend the online meeting)



CBC AGM Proxy Form (If you're not attending and you want to nominate a proxy)



CBC AGM Nomination Form (If you wish to stand for election to the committee for next
year)

Here's the link to the scheduled meeting (to be used on the day):
Click here ► Join the CBC AGM Meeting 21st July 19h00
Zoom Meeting ID:

854 1732 0191

Zoom Meeting Password:

636714

All members of the current committee are available for re-election, but you are encouraged to
submit a nomination form if you would like to stand.
Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Apologies.
Financial Report.
Chairman’s report.
Election of the President & committee members for 2020.
John Blackmore
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THERMALS, PHOTOS AND PHASE TWO
As a tribe of birders, we are probably one of the most frustrated groups in the world. No longer
able to tramp the paths of the bushveld or scan the waters and reed beds in the wetlands in
search of something new and exciting, we gaze out of the window and wonder if those
binoculars will ever be used again. Even the birds in the garden, although cute and rather tame
have somewhat lost their charm and become dull.
But all is not lost.
It is common practice for club members – and that includes all the clubs – when out birding, to
tire when lunchtime approaches and the heat and the early morning start begin to tell. The
thought of that cold beer beckons.
That’s when birding takes a back seat. In fact, that’s when Phase Two of the birding day begins.
As those thermals rise into the heavens, they take with them the large species that rely on
thermals to gain height to scan the earth below or to move across the sky. So, with the
lockdown, we now need a new approach to birding.
Take a chair into the garden and look up at the sky. I have been doing it for years in my garden
in Edenvale, and I have seen 45

Black Kite

species that could have been missed.
These include a skein of Greater
Flamingos, a Western Marsh Harrier,
European honey-Buzzard, Lanner and
Amur Falcons, Eurasian Hobby, Booted
and Wahlberg’s Eagles, a flock of
Black-winged Pratincoles, as well as
large wetland species.
When you do pick up a bird overhead,
it is interesting to know how high it must be. Those Little Swifts must be miles up as they seem
so small, but in fact, if you can see them with your naked eye, they are only at about three
hundred metres. A Sparrowhawk will disappear from view at eight hundred metres so you will
need your binoculars if they are really flying high.
Clive Hopcroft
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Purple-crested Turaco

Hottentot Teal

Clive Hopcroft

BIRDWATCHER, 14, MAKING THE MOST OF LOCKDOWN WILDLIFE
Indy Kiemel Greene is just 14 years old and can identify dozens of birds from their calls alone.
At nine he bought his first bird feeder, and he was transfixed by the species it attracted.
He sets up his camera to capture close-up images and videos of birds eating and during
lockdown. Indy has noticed rare birds making an appearance in places usually occupied by
people.
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The teenager, from Thoresby Park, Nottinghamshire, hopes more young people will get involved
with nature and learn about wildlife.
Click on the link to find out more about this impressive young man:
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/uk-england-nottinghamshire-52009781/birdwatcher-14-makingthe-most-of-lockdown-wildlife
Contributed by Alex Jennings

CUCKOO MIGRATION

Epic 7,500-mile cuckoo migration
wows scientists

One of the longest migrations
recorded by any land bird is about
to be completed.

Using a satellite tag, scientists have
monitored a cuckoo that has just flown more than 7,500 miles (12,000km)

FRANK GARDNER

from southern Africa to its breeding ground in Mongolia.
The bird has survived ocean crossings and high winds after traversing 16 countries.
It has been, say scientists, "a mammoth journey". The satellite-tagged common cuckoo
(Cuculus canorus), named Onon after a Mongolian river, set off from its winter home in Zambia
on 20th March.
Onon is one of five Cuckoos that were satellite tagged in Mongolia last summer by the Mongolia
Cuckoo Project – a joint venture between local scientists and the British Trust for Ornithology
(BTO) to monitor long-distance migration.
Onon has crossed thousands of kilometres of the Indian Ocean without stopping, flying at an
average speed of 60km/h and traversing countries as far apart as Kenya, Saudi Arabia and
Bangladesh.
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Yet out of the five birds tagged, Onon is the only one to have been recorded as finishing its
astonishing return journey.
Another tagged cuckoo, named Bayan that spent part of the winter next to Mount Kilimanjaro in
East Africa, got as far as Yunnan in China. At that point, it is believed to have either died from

exhaustion or been killed for food.
It flew 10,000km in just two weeks, prompting scientists to believe it would have arrived so
hungry and tired it may not have been sufficiently vigilant to stay out of danger.
The BTO's Dr Chris Hewson says the satellite tagging project has revealed much about longdistance migration.
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"I think the big takeaway is that the birds are able to travel so far and often so fast that they
must be able to find suitable conditions for fattening and also know exactly where to go to get
favourable wind conditions to help them, for instance, to cross the Indian Ocean," he said.
"So the costs of migration clearly aren't as great as we thought in the past."
But the dangers for these migrating birds are ever-present, from predators, including poachers,
to storms, to starvation.
Yet – as Dr Hewson points out – at a time when very few of us are able to fly anywhere due to
the coronavirus, there is something reassuring about a bird travelling such huge distances,
showing that the globe is still working.
The birds' journeys have been avidly followed by many on social media. One user tweeted in
response to Onon's safe arrival in Mongolia: "Love this… the little guy is doing all the flying we
can't do! Bringing us places. Thanks for sharing!"
Contributed by (among others) Mike Hamilton, Clive Hopcroft

UPDATE FROM BETH HACKLAND
What a different world we
are in now! My timing to
move down here was
either absolutely perfect or
horrendously out,
depending on your view of
life. I hope that members
have managed to survive
these last months and
have been keeping busy
and sane!
I arrived here mid-March after a lovely three days at Kei Mouth joining the club's last outing to
the Eastern Cape. My plan was to check on the progress of my house being built in Plett, and
connect with friends and family who have already settled in this piece of paradise, then start to
meet new faces by joining every club I could find in the area. And then lockdown closed all
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these things to me, as it did for the rest of you! I was lucky to find a little cottage to rent on a
local farm for six months, as I knew it would be September at the earliest before I could move
into my new house. My cat was flown down just before lockdown to George via Kulula and
arrived happy and relaxed. This cottage has been a marvellous find, as there is 25 acres of
space for me and the cat (and my landlords, who are right next to me), with wonderful walking
and birding opportunities. In those first days, the birds in my garden all seemed very exotic to
me: Cape Weavers, Oriole, Greater Double-collared Sunbirds, and Southern Double-collared
Sunbirds, Karoo Prinia and of course, the Knysna Louries flying over most days. A Forest
Buzzard family is resident in nearby gum trees. In those first weeks, I participated in the
Birdlasser Lockdown challenge and got 50 species from my own garden area.
Then I really got bored with my own company and managed to connect with a volunteer group
making masks for the local community. Luckily I was able to find my sewing machine among all
my boxes and set to with the very simple design they requested. This remarkable organisation
eventually co-ordinated the making and distribution of over 50,000 masks just for the direct Plett
area, against which my contribution of about 350 seems paltry. But as they say, every bit helps,
and it gave me something to occupy my time. Long-term members of the club will remember Di
and Andy Johnson, and of course Gill Reid, with fondness and it has been so wonderful to
spend time with them despite LD. There are beautiful walks on the cliffs nearest my cottage, to
the SW of Robberg and the main long sandy beach that everyone knows. So I've walked with
the Johnsons and with
Gill, and will continue to
do so. The wildness of
these cliff trails with all
the various flowering
fynbos and vistas over
the breakers and ocean
is too beautiful. I have
seen the spouts of
whales in the distance,
and recently great dark
clouds in the water which must be shoals of sardines making their way northward. Apart from
the Johnsons and Gill, I haven't met any other people here, but I'm hoping that the next LD
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phase will allow clubs to restart so that I can join them and get involved in other projects down
here.
Life has improved over these last weeks now that work has started again, and my house is
proceeding at warp-speed. The brickwork was already up to roof-height before the 25th
March, so now the roof trusses are on, and plastering inside is starting. The finishing of the roof
and wet-works (the basic shell of the house) will take about another seven weeks, and then two
months at least for the internal finishes, electrics, sanware, kitchen and bedroom
cupboards, flooring, painting etc.
Lastly, the landscaping, as the site is mostly destroyed, apart from a small section that I asked
them to rope off to keep the natural fynbos intact. Everyone says that I should allow at least an
extra month or two for it to really be completely tidied up and ready for occupation. So I'm
hoping I'll be installed well before Christmas.
Beth Hackland
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GROUND HORNBILLS
A particularly interesting photo of a particularly interesting bird!

For more info on this photo and lots of information about Ground Hornbills, please click here for
the latest Mabula Ground Hornbill Project newsletter – it's especially good.
Contributed by Mo Bellis
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WHATSAPP GROUP

WhatsApp,doc?

We have created a WhatsApp group for the Cuckoo
Bird Club members – not all members check in with
Facebook, so this is an easy alternative to keep in
touch.
The purpose of the WhatsApp group is to let
members know about upcoming club events, any
late changes that may happen, other events or
news which may be of interest, and generally to keep in touch with each other. Any club
member can join and post.
The group is there to help us keep in touch with each other. Please keep the posts relevant to
the club's interests. The link to join is https://chat.whatsapp.com/I11FabFOjBLKo51efUJJnk or
send Bev a message on WhatsApp (063 140 6344), and she will add your name.

Bev Williams
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JACKPOT BIRDING
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CHARLES DARWIN'S FINCHES
Two hundred years ago a new
235-ton brig slipped into the
Thames at London’s Woolwich
Dockyard.

She was a petite 90 feet, a
gun sloop of the Royal Navy
Cherokee class and a
common type of warship. But
HMS Beagle eventually
became one of the most

HMS Beagle - Wikipedia

famous ships of all time.
Charles Darwin sailed in her on his epic five-year voyage around the world. When he returned,
he published On the Origin of Species, a book that rocked Victorian England and changed
natural science forever.
Darwin was 22 when he set out on his adventure on the HMS Beagle. The ship sailed from
England in late December of 1831 with Charles Darwin aboard as the crew's naturalist. The
journey was to take the ship around South America with many stops along the way. Darwin was
employed to study the local flora and fauna, collecting samples and making observations of this
diverse and tropical location to take back to Europe with him.
The ship arrived in South America after a few weeks at sea, following a brief stop in the Canary
Islands. Darwin spent most of his time on land collecting data. The group stayed for more than
three years in South America before venturing to other locations. The next celebrated stop for
the HMS Beagle was the Galapagos Islands off the coast of Ecuador.
Darwin and the rest of the crew spent only five weeks in the Galapagos Islands. However, the
research conducted there, and the species Darwin brought back to England were instrumental
in the formation of a core part of the original theory of evolution and Darwin's ideas on natural
selection which he published in his first book. Darwin studied the geology of the region along
with giant tortoises that were indigenous to the area.
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Perhaps the best known of the species Darwin collected while on the Galapagos Islands were
what are now called "Darwin's Finches". In reality, these birds are not really part of the finch
family and are thought to be some sort of blackbird or mockingbird. However, Darwin was not a
birder, so he killed and preserved the specimens to take back to England with him where he
could collaborate with an ornithologist.
Finches and Evolution
The HMS Beagle continued to sail
on to New Zealand via the South
Seas before returning to England in
1836. Back in Europe, Darwin
enlisted the help of John Gould, a
celebrated ornithologist. Gould was
surprised to see the differences in
the beaks of the birds and identified
the 14 different specimens as
different individual species – 12 of
which were new species. He had
not seen these species anywhere else and concluded they were unique to the Galapagos
Islands. The other, similar, birds Darwin brought back from
the South American mainland were much more common
but still different from the new Galapagos species.
Darwin arrived at the Theory of Evolution on this voyage.
In fact, his grandfather Erasmus Darwin had already
instilled in him the idea that species change through time.
The Galapagos Finches helped Darwin perfect his idea of
natural selection. The favourable adaptations of Darwin's
finches' beaks had been selected over many years until
they branched out to make new species. These birds,
although nearly identical in all other ways to mainland
Charles Darwin - Wordpress

finches, had different beaks. Their beaks had adapted to

the type of food they ate to fill different niches on the Galapagos Islands. Their isolation on the
islands over long periods made them undergo speciation. Charles Darwin then began to
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disregard the previous theories of evolution by Jean Baptiste Lamarck, who claimed species
spontaneously generated from "nothingness".
Darwin wrote about his travels in the book The Voyage of the Beagle. He thoroughly explored
the information he gained from the Galapagos Finches in his most famous book On the Origin of
Species. It was in that publication that he first discussed how species changed over time,
including divergent evolution, or adaptive radiation, of the Galapagos Finches.
Heather Scoville

EDITOR’S CHIRP
It's been a strange few weeks. I hope you're all feeling happy and healthy and now, with the
longest day out of the way, it's time to look forward to spring. (Anyone who says ''Ah, but it can
get very cold in August" gets a free vest and first prize for being a grump!)
I hope you like this edition of the CBC Newsletter – we are short of local photos and articles,
with good reason, so a special thanks to Clive Hopcroft for his article. Other contributions were
received from Alex Jennings, Mo Bellis, Bev Williams, Beth Hackland and the members who
forwarded the information on that astonishing cuckoo migration. The Slightly Cuckoo-ers salute
all Cuckoos, human and avian!
A word of thanks to the members of your committee who have been working hard in the back
office to cope with and overcome the lockdown. John has been negotiating with speakers, Bev
has been looking at alternative day outings, Alex has been doing the accounts and Phillip has
been busy with the unenviable job of rescheduling and organising some terrific trips away.
Our Honorary Techie, Mike Hamilton has set-up a zoom "meeting room'' for our committee
meeting and for the AGM.
Please make a note of the AGM and contact us if you have any zoom issues – we would like to
see everyone on 21st July. In a manner of speaking, of course.
If you have comments on the content of the newsletter, the presentation or anything else that
you'd like to see changed, added or deleted, please send them to me at penny@thuki.co.za.
For example, I have been including items that don't strictly relate to South African birding (e.g.
Darwin's Finches), and I have a lovely snippet from Mo about the Sparrows/Dunnocks in the UK
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for next month.
Do you enjoy these, or would you prefer the newsletter to be more African-oriented?
Let me know – or not, in which case, I'll continue with this format and content.
In that connection, I would like to thank Jan for proof-reading the newsletter.
Many thanks and I hope to "see" you all soon at the AGM.
Editor

YES – SPRING REALLY IS ON THE WAY!
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COMMITTEE

Acting Chairman

John Blackmore

083 302 3929

blakkers1@gmail.com

Treasurer

Alex Jennings

082 906 4220

alex@helron.co.za

Day Outings

Bev Williams

063 140 6344

bevjwil@gmail.com

Weekends Away

Phillip Nieuwoudt

082 940 5200

pnieuwoudt.mobile@gmail.com

Speakers

John Blackmore

083 302 3929

blakkers1@gmail.com

Newsletter

Penny Clemson

082 456 4210

penny@thuki.co.za

Secretary

Mo Bellis

082 430 8725

mobell@absamail.co.za

Facebook Page

Jan Walker

073 296 1504

janicemkennedy@hotmail.co.uk

Front Desk

Janet Sheldon-Heeg

082 950 8779

jsheldonheeg@gmail.com

Equipment

Lester Niss

082 570 4641

lestern256@gmail.com

Help with Day

Phillip & Helena

082 940 5200

pnieuwoudt.mobile@gmail.com

Outings

Nieuwoudt

OFFICE BEARERS
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